Although numerous researchers have pointed out that object-oriented software is easier to extend than software that is not written in an object-oriented style, object-oriented software is still rigid to adapt and maintain. This paper builds on an extension of object-oriented programming which is called adaptive programming. Adaptive programming allows the programmer to write more extensible software called adaptive software without committing to a speci c input language. After writing an adaptive program, the programmer selects a speci c input language and partially evaluates the program into an executable program. This paper formally studies class dictionaries and informally describes how adaptive programs are partially evaluated by freezing class dictionaries.
Introduction
In the object-oriented paradigm, each entity from a problem domain is represented by a set of objects. An object may be composed of subobjects/part-objects which express relations between objects. Operations are attached to objects. Objects cooperate with each other to perform a certain task. The cooperation is done through calling operations from one object to another. In many programming languages (e.g., Smalltalk GR83], Ei el Mey88], C++ Str86]) that support object-oriented programming, objects are grouped into classes and Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant numbers CCR-9102578 (Software Engineering) and CDA-9015692 (Research Instrumentation). Demeter is a trademark of Northeastern University.
operations are attached to classes. Two kinds of class decompositions are used to express the structure of objects: 1. Each class may be decomposed into subclasses. 2. Each class may be re ned into part classes on a lower level of partitioning. Classes and the relationships among them form a class structure in which the two kinds of relationships are called is-a and part-of relationships respectively.
In this paper, a class structure is described by a so-called class dictionary. A class dictionary not only de nes a set of objects, but also is a grammar that de nes a set of sentences (a language). The reason to use class dictionaries and not only class structures is that object descriptions in object-oriented languages are low level and very long. We would like to have a higher level notation for describing objects, and this capability is provided by class dictionaries. We postulate a set of restrictions on class dictionaries that permit a simple printing algorithm and its inverse, a parsing algorithm, to be bijection functions between objects and sentences. The restrictions are very important for software implementation and testing.
We use propagation patterns LXSL91, Lie92, LHSLX92, LX93c, Xia94, Lie95] to specify object behaviors.
A propagation pattern describes a simple task. It de nes a group of collaborating classes and their operations to implement the task. A propagation pattern is written based on minimal assumptions on a class structure. If another class structure satis es the assumptions, the propagation pattern can be reused without any modi cation. In other words, we can use di erent class structures which satisfy the assumptions to interpret the propagation pattern, and get di erent executable programs. Therefore a propagation pattern de nes a family of object-oriented programs, and we call a propagation pattern an adaptive program. The process of interpreting a propagation pattern in the context of a class structure is also called customization or partial evaluation. An example is given in Section 3.
Class dictionaries play an important role in the customization process. A class dictionary describes a class structure in a programming language independent way. When we use a class dictionary to customize a propagation pattern, we not only get a new program but also obtain an input language for testing the program. Indeed, our notation can serve the same needs the BNF notation serves: it can de ne context-free languages. The syntax of our notation is patterned after EBNF Wir77] . For readers familiar with context-free language theory, the following informal correspondences are provided: Under time pressure, programmers are often understandably reluctant to make changes in code that is already tested and running, even though they may recognize that the changes will make the program cleaner and more amenable to future growth. It is important to have an intelligent environment that can assist the programmer in the development process. Support for such reorganization requires more than just a nice language-oriented environment: it should be possible to describe the design of the system as it evolves, and to obtain assistance in producing a consistent, functional system throughout the growth process. This requires a design language that can be understood and manipulated by the programming environment. By providing a high-level interface to object-oriented systems, such an environment removes many of the accidental di culties of object-oriented programming. This is the basic concept behind the Demeter Method. The Demeter Method is summarized in Fig. 1 . From the requirements of an application, a group of objects are identi ed. From the group of objects and the requirements, a class dictionary graph is abstracted out LBSL91, BL91] . A class dictionary graph de nes a set of legal objects, including the identi ed ones. The class dictionary graph is then checked whether it satis es the axioms, and it is made inductive, if necessary LX93a]. Optimization LBSL91, LBSL90] and normalization Lie88] conclude the class dictionary graph transformations. A class dictionary graph de nes a class library which contains basic methods for manipulating the objects de ned by the class dictionary graph. To allow for short descriptions of objects, we extend the class dictionary graph to a class dictionary by adding concrete syntax. The class dictionary consists of a collection of EBNF-like productions that de ne classes, and they also inductively de ne a set of objects and a language. It is important that the sentences de ned by a class dictionary are easy to read by humans who have learned the class dictionary. We follow the LL(1) tradition of the languages Pascal, Modula-2, Hades and Oberon, all developed by N. Wirth, and impose restrictions on class dictionaries by generalizing the LL(1) conditions from language theory to class dictionaries. With such restrictions, there is a bijection between the objects and the sentences de ned by a class. An object can be printed as a unique sentence by a simple printer. From a sentence, a unique object can be created by a parser, the inverse of the printer. To debug a class dictionary, we can feed the parser with object descriptions (in sentence form de ned by the class dictionary). If the parser does not accept a sentence, then there is an error either in the class dictionary or in the sentence or in both. After debugging a class dictionary, we generate a C++ 1 environment which provides the primitive services for working with the objects de ned by the class dictionary: parsing, printing, drawing, copying, creating, comparing, getting, setting etc. In this environment we write, indirectly through propagation patterns, C++ member functions for an application. The Method supports iterative software development, although the description above is very linear. Propagation patterns are written with minimal assumptions on a class dictionary. In Fig. 1 , we only show one propagation pattern. The translation of propagation patterns into object-oriented languages is described formally in LXSL91, Xia94]. The Demeter Method takes advantage of the class/grammar connection in a sophisticated way Lie88, LR88, LH89, LR89]. This paper contains the following new material with respect to our earlier papers on the Deme-ter method: 1. an axiomatic, graph-theoretic foundation for class dictionaries (some earlier papers LBSL91, LBSL90, LX93a] introduced class dictionary graphs only, while others introduced class dictionaries only informally Lie88, LR89]) 2. a formal description of the connection between class dictionaries and languages. 3. the LL(1) conditions from language theory ASU86] are generalized for class dictionaries. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we axiomatically describe class structures and objects. Class dictionary graphs and object graphs are introduced. In section 3, we give a propagation pattern example to show how to use a class dictionary graph to customize a propagation pattern. In section 4, we formally de nes class dictionaries and languages. In sections 5 , we introduce and discuss the LL(1) rules. Section 6 contains related work and the conclusions. In appendix A, the bijection property of the printing and parsing functions is formally proved.
Structures for object-oriented design
During the object-oriented programming process, each entity of the problem domain is represented by a set of objects. Each object has some parts and some operations which will be performed on this object. In many object-oriented programming languages, objects are grouped into classes to form a class structure, and inheritance is introduced to abstract their similarities. The Demeter model has been developed for such a domain. We use class dictionary graphs to describe class structures, and object graphs to describe objects de ned by a class structure LBSL91, Ber91]. Class dictionary graphs are used to describe classes and the relationships among them. Fig. 2 Each object belonging to an alternation vertex A is an instance of a construction vertex which is alternationreachable from vertex w. Consider the class dictionary graph in Fig. 2 . An Employee-object must be either a From now on, when we refer to a class dictionary graph, we mean a legal class dictionary graph.
Class dictionary graphs
Erwin Engeler de nes a grammatical structure Eng73] which we consider as a generalized mathematical structure of a class dictionary graph.
Object graphs
In this section we formally de ne the set of objects de ned by a class dictionary graph. Object graphs are di erent from syntax trees ASU86]. Object graphs do not necessarily have a tree structure. In the following sections, we will discuss tree-objects, i.e. object graphs with a tree structure. But tree-objects are still di erent from syntax trees. Just as a syntax tree is a condensed form of parse tree, a tree-object is a condensed form of syntax tree in the sense that alternation vertices do not appear as types of instances in a tree-object.
Before de ning object graphs, We rst de ne three technical concepts: associated, Parts and PartClusters. The associated set of a class de nes the set of instantiable subclasses of the class. Parts de nes the set of parts of a class with their names and types. PartClusters is a generalization of Parts where the part types are given by a set of instantiable classes, using the de nition of associated. Object graphs are then formally de ned. The legality of an object-graph with respect to a class dictionary graph is introduced.
In this paper, all the objects are instantiated from construction vertices. For any vertex v in a class dictionary graph , if we know the set S of all the construction vertices which are alternation-reachable from v, we will know all the possible objects of vertex v. The set S is called the associated set of vertex v. The rst property says that a vertex in an object graph is an instantiation of a construction vertex. The second property is motivated by the observation that the edges in object graphs are derived from construction edges of a class dictionary graph. The third property says that there are no two edges with the same label outgoing from a vertex in an object graph. The fourth property guarantees that w 0 is an anchor of the object graph. The anchor property is used for building objects. Next we de ne when an object graph is legal with respect to a class dictionary graph. Intuitively, the object structure has to be consistent with the class de nitions and all the classes in S have to be construction classes.
De nition 7 An object graph H = (W; S; H ; E; ) anchored at w0 is a legal v0-object with respect to a class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA), if H satis es the following (9! means \there exists exactly one"): The de nition requires that every vertex in W must be an instance of some construction vertex in the class dictionary graph. Property 3(a) expresses that for each edge in the object graph there must be a corresponding edge in the class dictionary graph and vice-versa for property 3(b). For example, the two object graphs in Fig. 6 are not legal, since part salary of vertex Faculty can only be a Salary-object and vertex Faculty has three parts. From now on, when we talk about object graphs, we mean that they are legal object graphs, unless we explicitly mention illegality. Next we formally de ne all the object graphs of a class dictionary graph .
De nition 8 Let be a class dictionary graph (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA). An -object graph anchored at w0, where 2 V C, is an object graph anchored at with (w0) = .
An -object graph anchored at w0, where 2 V A, is a -object graph for some 2 V C s.t. =) . 8 2 V C; Objects( ) = fojo is an -object graphg.
8 2 V A; Objects( ) = S u2A( ) Objects(u):
Objects( ) = S u2V C Objects(u):
3 Customizing adaptive programs A key feature of most popular approaches to object-oriented programming is that methods are attached to classes (C++, Smalltalk, Ei el, Beta) or to a group of classes (CLOS). An object-oriented program is usually written in such a way that details of the class structure are encoded into methods repeatedly. This leads to programs that are hard to evolve and maintain. Therefore, today's object-oriented programs often contain a lot of redundant application speci c information which limits their reusability. We provide propagation patterns to o er an adaptive way of writing object-oriented programs which overcomes the shortcomings of the current approaches, and yet builds on all the advantages of the object-oriented paradigm. A propagation pattern is written in a succinct notation at a higher level of abstraction than C++ or Smalltalk code by delaying the binding of methods to classes beyond program-writing time. For a given application, propagation patterns can be written with minimal assumptions on a group of candidate class structures. With each di erent class structure that satis es the assumptions, propagation patterns are partially evaluated into a di erent program. Therefore, by separating the details of class structures from the implementation, each propagation pattern describes a family of programs. We can select a member of the family by providing a speci c class structure which satis es the assumptions. The key idea behind propagation patterns is to apply George Polya's inventor's paradox Pol49] to software development. Polya observed that many mathematical problems have an easier solution if they are rst generalized, then solved, and the solution of the generalized problem is specialized to the given situation. The paradox lies in the observation that often the more general problem has an easier solution.
Our generalization mechanism for software development is class structure generalization. Consider a class structure for which we need to implement a functionality. Instead of implementing the functionality for the speci c class structure, we implement it for an entire family of class structures which are \similar" to the given class structure. Similarity may be de ned in many di erent ways but the idea is to express the generalized class structure as succinctly as possible. Similarity then means compatibility with the generalized, succinct class structure. Similar may mean smaller or larger than the given class structure. How do we arrive at the generalized, succinct class structure G g , given the speci c class structure G s ? We use a metric Dependency(G g ; G s ) which measures the dependency of G g on G s and we choose a G g such that the dependency is minimal LX93b]. G g is often much smaller that G s . How is the generalized, succinct class structure used to formulate the generic program? The generalized class structure contains enough \hooks" to express the traversal and transportation of objects and the program is nalized by annotating it appropriately with so-called code fragments. Since the generalized class structure is often smaller than the original one, the generic program expressed with the generalized class structure is often smaller than the program expressed directly for the specialized class structure. How is the generic program customized to the speci c class structure? The speci c class structure is simply applied to the generic program; in other words, the generic program is partially evaluated with respect to the class structure. What have we gained with this approach? The rst impression is that we have not gained much, since we still need the speci c class structure to customize the generic program. The second impression, however, shows that we have gained signi cantly:
1. The same class structure is often used for customizing many generic programs. Therefore, it pays handsomely to isolate the class structure from the programs and to use the same class structure to customize many di erent adaptive programs. 2. Class structures often change and therefore it is advantageous to formulate programs with minimal knowledge about class structures. This goal is achieved by the dependency metric mentioned earlier.
Consider the class dictionary graph Graduate school in Fig. 2 . We would like to compute the total salary of all employees in a graduate school. In other words, we need to implement a function called add_salary() which adds all the salaries together. The standard object-oriented approach would next itemize a group of collaborating classes needed for implementing the add_salary() function. This would have the disadvantage that the algorithm would depend on this speci c list of classes. Instead, we only want to make a minimal number of assumptions on the class structure and use those assumptions to describe the group of collaborating classes we need. When we are writing the propagation pattern, assumptions about the class structure are expressed in terms of class-valued variables and relation-valued variables. In this example, the variables will be mapped to real classes and relations later when we customize the propagation pattern. We assume about the class structure that we have two class-valued variables Graduate_school, Salary and one relation-valued variable val. Relation-valued variable val is the name of a part of Salary for holding the salary value. We assume that from Graduate_school there is at least one path to Salary, i.e., all Salary-objects are reachable from a Graduate_school-objects.
With those assumptions, we can now formulate an adaptive program which will work with any class structure which satis es those assumptions. Therefore, we have now set up the right structure to write an in nite family of programs. Later, we can select a speci c program from this family by applying the adaptive program to a speci c class structure which satis es the assumptions. To write the program, we rst describe the group of collaborating classes which are needed to implement the add_salary() function. We give a generic speci cation of this group instead of an itemized list. We need all the classes between Graduate_school and Salary. This is expressed in our notation which allows us to describe C++ programs as:
from Graduate school to Salary:
(1)
Expression (1), called a propagation directive, speci es not only a group of collaborating classes but also a traversal procedure, which will nd all the Salary-objects contained in a given Graduate_school-object. This traversal function does good work for us, but it does not solve yet the problem we posed. We need an annotation mechanism which allows us to enhance the traversal code. In this example, a code fragment for Salary is provided. This propagation pattern has three parts. The rst part is a signature declaration and the initialization of the return value of this function. The second part is a traversal speci cation. The third part is a wrapper code fragment.
The propagation pattern is partially evaluated by using the class dictionary graph in Fig. 2 into a C++ program. The result is shown below. It is obvious that this propagation pattern can also be customized by the class dictionary graph in Fig. 3 with class-valued variable Graduate school bound to University. After the partial evaluation, it is important to nd a good way to test the result. Class dictionaries serve such a need. A class dictionary not only de nes a class structure but also de nes a language. The sentences in the language are short object descriptions for testing.
Class dictionaries
So far we have considered class dictionary graphs as a mechanism of describing classes. But we also need a mechanism for describing objects in a succinct form. The object graph mechanism is not su cient for this purpose. We extend class dictionary graphs to class dictionaries so that we can use them for describing objects succinctly at a high level of abstraction.
De nitions
We use the textual adjacency list representation in Fig. 7 to describe the class structure in Fig. 2 . It is called the class dictionary notation.
Each construction vertex is de ned by a construction class de nition which starts with the name of the source vertex followed by an equal sign. After the equal sign is a list of parts and syntax. The label of each part is enclosed between \<" and \>". The name after the label is the type of the part. The syntax is enclosed by double quotes. Each alternation vertex is de ned by an alternation class de nition which starts with the name of the source vertex followed by a colon which is in turn followed by a set of alternatives and a list of parts and syntax. The set and the list are separated by \*common*." The set comes rst and its elements (vertices) are separated by \|."
Real and String are not shown on the left hand sides of the class de nitions, since they are prede ned. To de ne class dictionaries mathematically, we need four more components in addition to those of class dictionary graphs, namely V S, ES, and . V S is a set of syntax vertices used in a class dictionary, such as "Faculty" and "Staff" above. We use Faculty , ! "Faculty" to express that vertex "Faculty" has syntax "Faculty". We call the relationship a syntax edge. ES is the set of all syntax edges in a class dictionary. is for ordering classes. is for ordering the list of parts and syntax on the right hand side of each class de nition.
De nition 9 A class dictionary is a tuple D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) where is a class dictionary graph (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA; ). V = V C V A (disjoint union) is a nite nonempty set called the class vertices; V S is a nite set called the syntax vertices. ES is a binary relation on V V S, called syntax edges. S is a vertex in V C V A, called the start vertex.
The di erences between class dictionary graphs and class dictionaries Lie88] are: A class dictionary has syntax for describing the syntax of the language. In a class dictionary, the ordering of classes and parts is relevant, i.e., the order of the successors of a vertex along construction edges is relevant.
The order of class de nitions and the order of syntax and parts are usually determined by the order in which they are written. Before discuss the legality of class dictionaries, we need to de ne the reachability concept.
De nition 10 Consider a class dictionary D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) with class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA). A class dictionary is a context-free grammar. To de ne a language properly, a class dictionary has to satisfy some additional properties with respect to a class dictionary graph. The set of all the syntax terminals in a class dictionary is the union of two sets of syntax terminals: The rst set is de ned by all the syntax vertices in the class dictionary; the second set is the union of all TerminalSet(v) where v is ranging over all the terminal vertices in the class dictionary. The two sets should be disjoint.
Flat class dictionaries
In order to cope with parsing and printing of objects de ned by a class dictionary we have to transform a class dictionary into an equivalent one without common parts and syntax. This transformation is called attening since the inheritance structure is attened. The result is called a at class dictionary. In a class dictionary, the order of class de nitions as well as that of parts and syntax in a given class de nition are relevant for the language. We design an algorithm for the attening transformation. Informally, when a construction vertex v inherits several parts and syntax from alternation ancestors, we append the inherited parts and syntax after the immediate parts and syntax of the construction vertex. If v inherits parts and syntax from several alternation ancestors, these parts and syntax are concatenated based on the order of the alternation ancestors. Example 1 shows how the order of class de nitions is relevant to the language de ned by a class dictionary. Example 1 Consider the class dictionary below (comments are pre xed with \//"): MotorBoat = "capacity" // syntax vertex <c> Number. // class vertex; part label is c MotorPowered : MotorBoat *common* "horsepower" <hp> Number. WaterVehicle : MotorBoat *common* "speed" <speed> Number.
Its at class dictionary is MotorBoat = "capacity" <c> Number "horsepower" <hp> Number "speed" <speed> Number. MotorPowered : MotorBoat. WaterVehicle : MotorBoat.
If the class de nitions is reordered as follows, MotorBoat = "capacity" <c> Number. WaterVehicle : MotorBoat *common* "speed" <speed> Number. MotorPowered : MotorBoat *common* "horsepower" <hp> Number.
its at class dictionary is MotorBoat = "capacity" <c> Number "speed" <speed> Number "horsepower" <hp> Number. MotorPowered : MotorBoat. WaterVehicle : MotorBoat.
Whenever we consider the language of a class dictionary D, we rst transform D into a at class dictionary D 0 , and then we consider the language of D 0 . Before formalizing the attening transformation, we rst de ne an ordering function v D which orders all vertices in D from which vertex v is alternation-reachable. We may use any ordering function v D that can be computed by a linear-time deterministic algorithm using only the following components of D: EA, V and . One possible algorithm is a Depth-First-Traversal algorithm. Starting from vertex v, the algorithm traverses the subgraph formed by a set S of all the vertices from which vertex v is alternation-reachable, assigning each vertex in S to a unique number along the way. When a vertex has serveral incoming alternation edges, the order of choosing immediate alternation ancestors to visit next is the increasing order determined by function of D. Consider the class structure in Fig. 8 An interesting remark is that the order of class de nitions in a class dictionary a ects the order of parts and terminals in its at class dictionary (see example 1). For single inheritance class dictionaries (i.e., class dictionaries where each vertex has at most one incoming alternation edge), the order of the class de nitions does not a ect the order of parts and terminals in the corresponding at class dictionaries. Also it is obvious that D and D 0 de ne the same set of objects.
. The class structure contains all vertices from which vertex A is alternationreachable in the class dictionary D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) where (A) < (D) < (C) < (B) < (E) < (F) < (G). We can have
In the following discussion, we only consider at class dictionaries. The at class dictionary of the class dictionary in Fig. 7 is 
Languages
There are two ways to associate a formal language with a class dictionary D. The rst one, called the object approach, uses the set of objects of D and the second more traditional approach in language theory, called the derivation approach, uses derivation trees. Here we study the object approach: We de ne a special set of We use special objects called tree-objects to de ne languages.
De nition 13 In a at class dictionary D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) with class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA), for any vertex 2 V C V A, an object graph t anchored at r is an -tree-object if the object graph t has a tree structure and children in the tree are ordered and =) (r).
The anchor of the tree-object t is also called the root, written as root(t).
The set of tree-objects of D TreeObjects(D) = ft j t is an -tree-object for some 2 V Cg:
Tree-objects are drawn with the root at the top. For any inner vertex of a tree-object, its part-objects/children are drawn from left to right. The rst child of is at the leftmost position. Fig. 10 contains a tree-object with respect to the at class dictionary in Fig. 9 . De nition 14 For a vertex u 2 V C V A in a class dictionary D with class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA), a u-sentence is the result of g print(D; t), for some u-tree-object t.
De nition 15 For a vertex u 2 V C V A in a class dictionary D with class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA), L(u) = fs j s is a u-sentenceg:
De nition 16 In a class dictionary D with class dictionary graph = (V C; V A; V T; ;EC; EA), L(D) = fs j s is a u-sentence for some u 2 V C V Ag:
LL(1) rules
A class dictionary D allows us to describe tree-objects in succinct form by writing a sentence in L(D). For generality, it is important that sentences allow us to describe all legal tree-objects so that each tree-object has exactly one description as a sentence. The LL(1) conditions described below play an important role in the mapping process between tree-objects and sentences. We derive the LL(1) conditions for class dictionaries from the requirement that the g print function must be one-to-one. We nd the LL(1) parsing technology optimal for quickly changing languages. The LL(1) conditions ASU86] play an important role in the mapping process between derivation trees and sentences. Tree-objects are di erent from derivation trees, since they do not contain alternation vertices met during the parsing process, while derivation trees contain all the nonterminals met during the derivation. We also extend the LL(1) rules to multiple inheritance. Therefore our LL (1) For example, the following class dictionary violates Rule 1.
An A-object is an AorB-object. A B-object is also an AorB-object. But g print maps both an A-object and a B-object to the sentence "a". Therefore g print is not a bijection between TreeObjects(AorB) and Sentences(AorB).
Rule 1 in ordinary language theory is simpler and only requires that first(A i ) \ first(A j ) = ;. The example in Fig. 2 motivates the generalization which is necessary due to multiple inheritance. Consider the example in Fig. 2 , where first(Graduate) and first(Employee) are not disjoint, but the class dictionary in Fig. 2 still satis es Rule 1.
The follow set concept, as the rst set concept, is used to check our second LL(1) rule. It is a variant of the follow set concept in ASU86]. Informally, follow(u) is de ned as the set of all terminals which may immediately follow a u-sentence in a sentence of L(S).
De nition 18 In a at class dictionary D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) where = (V C; V A; V T; ; EC; EA), for any vertex u 2 V C V A the follow set of u, follow(u), is the smallest set satisfying the following rules:
1. if u = S, then eof 2 follow(u) 2. 8v=)u 2 EA, the following holds: 8s 2 follow(v);s 2 follow(u) 3. 8w 2 V C s.t. e1; :::;en are all the construction and syntax edges ordered by , nd i s.t. ei = w l ?! u and 1 i n. follow(Tree) = feof; "j"g follow(TreeOpt) = feof; "j"g follow(Empty) = feof; "j"g follow(Ident) = fNumberg follow(Number) = f"j"; Identg g print is not a bijection between TreeObjects(AorB CorD) and Sentences(AorB CorD), because g print maps the two di erent AorB CorD-objects in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b to the sentence "a". In the appendix we prove that the LL(1) conditions imply that g print is a bijection between tree-objects and sentences of a speci c class. ], a complete model frequently includes both a structural model and a process model. The structural model describes the organization of the system and the process model describes the operation or behavior of the system. In this context, an adaptive program is a process model parameterized by graph constraints that de ne compatible customizers of the behavior. The customizers are structural models and a traditional model is the result of applying a customizer to an adaptive program. The innovative feature of adaptive programs is that they use graph constraints to specify possible customizers. The customizers we studied in this paper allow us to describe the objects of a model in an elegant, user-de ned format. Adaptive models provide solutions to the following two problems identi ed in object-oriented models:
The class structure evolution problem GTC + 90, Cas90]. Class structures are rigid artifacts, and often require a signi cant amount of work to maintain GTC + 90, Cas90]. A key feature of most popular approaches to object-oriented programming is to attach every method of a program to a speci c class explicitly. As a result, the program contains the details of the class structure. As the class structure evolves, extensive modi cation or reprogramming may be needed. An adaptive program is written with class structure constraints which attempt to minimize assumptions on potential class structures. Class structure constraints are succinctly expressed by propagation directives. The class structures which satisfy the constraints are called compatible customizers. Through specifying class structure constraints, we avoid putting a speci c class structure into a program speci cation. As long as a class structure satis es the class structure constraints, we can use the program with this class structure. When class structures evolve and class structure constraints need to be updated, the amount of updates is comparably small compared to the corresponding maintenance of traditional object-oriented software. The program understanding problem WMH93].
Wilde et al. state that object-oriented techniques may not make programs easier to understand, because of complications from inheritance, dynamic binding and a large number of small methods dispersed in the programs. In order to understand object-oriented programs, maintainers have to trace the calling relationships in the programs. Such tracing is time consuming and error prone. A propagation pattern, as a behavioral unit, represents how an operation propagates in terms of an object traversal and where the work is getting done. A traversal is succinctly described by a propagation directive that describes the calling relationships in the program. The small methods in the program are not scattered around but organized together. Therefore, maintainers of adaptive software can much more easily trace the calling relationships than maintainers of traditional object-oriented software.
In an adaptive program, signature information is highly localized. When several classes have methods with the same signature, we only write the signature once in the program. To change the signature, we only need to make the modi cation at one place without scanning through the entire program as in traditional object-oriented programs. Such a property eases software maintenance.
To summarize the di erence between adaptive and object-oriented models, we state the following relationships: Every object-oriented program is an adaptive program. Only a few of the object-oriented programs are \good" adaptive programs. By a \good" adaptive program we mean a program which makes minimal assumptions on its customizers. Every adaptive program corresponds, through customization, to a family of object-oriented programs.
In this paper we formally introduced the theory of class dictionaries to de ne objects textually and to have a powerful mechanism to customize adaptive programs. Class dictionaries play, together with propagation patterns, a central role in the Demeter Method.
2. r1 and r2 have the following properties: (a) r1; r2 have the same number of children.
(b) if r1; r2 have n children(n 1) each, the tree-object rooted at the ith child in r1 is equal to the tree-object rooted at the ith child in r2, where 1 i n.
Theorem 2 (One-to-One Property of g print)
Consider a at class dictionary D = ( ; V S; ES; ; ; S) that satis es the LL(1) rules where = (V C; V A; ; EC; EA).
For any two T-tree-objects t1 and t2 where T 2 V C V A, t1 = t2 if g print(D; t1) = g print(D; t2).
Proof:
We prove by induction on the maximum of the depths of tree-objects t 1 and t 2 .
base case When the maximum of the depths of t 1 and t 2 is zero, we immediately have t 1 = t 2 , since { If T 2 V A and (root(t 1 )) 6 = (root(t 2 )), Rule 1 is violated. { If T 2 V C, we can only have (root(t 1 )) = (root(t 2 )) = T.
induction step
Assume that for any two T 0 -tree-objects t 0 1 and t 0 2 where T 0 2 V C V AS and Depth(t 0 1 ); Depth(t 0 2 ) K, they are equal if g print(D; t 0 1 ) = g print(D; t 0 2 ). Consider any two T-tree-objects t 1 and t 2 that have the following properties:
{ max(Depth(t 1 ); Depth(t 2 )) K + 1, { root(t 1 ) has n children (n 1) which are the roots of subtree-objects s 1 ; :::; s i ; :::; s n , { root(t 2 ) has n children (n 1) which are the roots of subtree-objects s 0 1 ; :::; s 0 i ; :::; s 0 n , { g print(D; t 1 ) = g print(D; t 2 ).
We know that (root(t 1 )) = (root(t 2 )) for the same reasons as in the base step.
Suppose that there exists j where 1 j n such that g print(D; s j ) 6 = g print(D; s 0 j ) and g print(D; s k ) = g print(D; s 0 k ) for all k < j. Then one of the outputs of g print(D; s j ) and g print(D; s 0 j ) must be empty. Otherwise the sentences for t 1 and t 2 can not be the same. Suppose that g print(D; s 0 j ) = empty, g print(D; s j ) 6 = empty and that the rst syntax terminal of g print(D; s j ) is s.
In the class de nition of (root(t 1 )), let be the jth part vertex which corresponds to s j and s 0 j . So, s j and s 0 j are -tree-objects. From the above assumption, we have s 2 first( ) \ follow( ):
Next we prove that the result is a contradiction since it leads to a violation of Rule 2. We consider the following two cases.
1. When (root(s 0 j )) 6 = (root(s j )), must be an alternation vertex, and there must be an alternation vertex A which is alternation-reachable from , and A has two di erent alternatives, say A 1 and A 2 , so that (root(s j )) 2 A 1 , (root(s j )) 6 2 A 2 , (root(s 0 j )) 6 2 A 1 and (root(s 0 j )) 2 A 2 . Therefore, we have s 2 first(A 1 ) \ follow(A) and empty 2 first(A 2 ):
Therefore, Rule 2 is violated.
2. Otherwise, we have (root(s 0 j )) = (root(s j )) = and 2 V C. Since g print(D; s 0 j ) = empty and g print(D; s j ) 6 = empty, root(s j ) and root(s 0 j ) must have at least one child, and the right hand side of the class de nition of contains no syntax vertex.
We also know that s 2 first( ) \ follow( ), and empty 2 first( ).
Again root(s 0 j ) and root(s j ) have the same number of children, say m. Select the rst subtree ss l ( 1 l m) of s j such that g print(D; ss l ) 6 = empty and g print(D; ss 0 l ) = empty where ss 0 l is the lth child of c 0 j . Let the lth part vertex of be . We know that s 2 first( ), empty 2 first( ) and s 2 follow( ). If (root(ss l )) 6 = (root(ss 0 l )), then we have a violation of Rule 2 as reasoned above. Otherwise, we repeat such a process. Since the depths of the tree-objects are nite, eventually we will meet a violation of Rule 2.
In Inductiveness plays a role in the parsing process, in the sense that inductiveness eliminates useless symbols. These useless symbols can never be used during parsing.
Example 4 The following class dictionary satis es the LL(1) rules, but is not inductive. C and D can never be used in parsing, otherwise the input would be in nitely long. Given an inductive class dictionary D with start symbol S and satisfying the LL(1) rules and an S-sentence s obtained by applying g print to an S-tree-object t, by construction, g parse(D; S) will create the S-treeobject t on reading s. In other words, if g print is a bijection between TreeObjects(S) and L(S), g parse is also a bijection between TreeObjects(S) and L(S). Therefore, g parse is the inverse function of g print by construction. Software developers can have the parser quickly create objects by feeding sentences. In this way, they can debug their class dictionaries and programs. Remember that in our approach to programming we design a domain language for each program we write. Fig. 13 shows the relation between tree-objects and sentences when class dictionary D satis es the LL(1) rules. We have to guarantee that g parse always halts on any input. Since D is inductive, the cycle must contain both construction and alternation vertices.
Further, by the rst set de nition, there must be a construction vertex v in A(A k ) for some alternation vertex on the cycle, where 1 k n such that v is not on the cycle and empty 2 first(v).
Since D is inductive and at, there must be a construction vertex w on the cycle such that the alternation path from A k to w is on the cycle.
We obtain that v 6 = w but empty 2 first(v) \ first(w), i.e., Rule 1 is violated.
Therefore the assumption at the beginning is not true. So g parse(D; s) either reports an error or creates a unique nite S-tree-object. Here g print is a bijection. If for a class dictionary D the function g print is not a bijection, we say that the class dictionary is ambiguous. It would be useful to write a tool which tests whether a class dictionary is ambiguous. However the problem is undecidable by a reduction to Post's correspondence problem (see page 200 of HU79]). We see here the role of LL(1) rules: Ambiguity is too general, but the LL(1) conditions can be checked e ciently and they imply non-ambiguity. Of course, the LR(1) conditions (and others) also can be checked e ciently and they imply non-ambiguity and we can e ciently parse the corresponding languages (see HU79] ). So why do we use the LL(1) conditions? The reason is psychological: They de ne languages which are easier to read and learn. Based on the discussion above, Fig. 15 illustrates the inclusion relationships between sets of class dictionaries which are de ned in terms of the four properties: non-ambiguous, LL(1), no-left-recursion, and inductive. Instead of having 16 kinds of class dictionaries, there are only 11 because of the implication relationships between the properties (LL(1) implies non-ambiguous, LL(1) and inductive imply non-left-recursion).
